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Anotace  

 
Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá používáním anglických fonémických symbolů při 

výuce na základních školách v regionech Liberec, Česká Lípa, Jablonec nad Nisou 

a Semily. Fonémická transkripce je prostředek, kterým můžeme poukázat na 

problematické jevy anglické výslovnosti. Zároveň poslouží žákům později jako 

prostředek k samostudiu. Tato práce se skládá ze dvou částí: teoretické a praktické. 

Teoretická část poskytuje přehled současného výzkumu a praktická část je složená z 

dotazníku, z kterého byla získána data o situaci při používání fonémických symbolů 

na školách. Cílem bakalářské práce je posoudit zahrnutí fonemických symbolů do 

procesu výuky anglického jazyka. Informace potřebné k provedení šetření budou 

získány z dotazování učitelů základních škol Libereckého kraje. Základ práce bude 

vytvořen aplikací poznatků získaných ze studia odborné literatury a analýzy 

dotazníků založených na posuzovaném jevu. 

 
Klíčová slova: fonetika, fonologie, IPA, fonémický symbol, vzdělávání 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Abstract 

 
This bachelor thesis examines the use of English phonemic symbols in the 

educational process at the primary level of primary schools in the regions of Liberec, 

Česká Lípa, Jablonec nad Nisou and Semily. Phonemic transcription is a tool which 

can show problematic issues of English pronunciation. Also, it helps the pupils in 

their self-study process. This work consists of two parts: theoretical and practical. 

The theoretical part gives an overview of the current research and practical part 

consists of a questionnaire, from which data about the situation of the use of 

phonemic symbols were gathered. The goal of the bachelor thesis is to evaluate how 

phonemic symbols are integrated into the educational process. Information necessary 

for the research will be gathered from questioning the teachers of elementary schools 

in the Liberec region. The basis of this work will be created by application of 

knowledge from literature and by the analysis of the questionnaire, based on the 

researched issue.  

 

 

Key words: phonetics, phonology, IPA, phonemic symbol, education  
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INTRODUCTION 

 In this thesis, the focus is to research the field of use of phonemic symbols at 

a primary level at selected primary schools, to find out if phonemic symbols are 

taught as a planned part of English lessons and, if so, to which extent.  The situation 

at these schools, regarding teachers, using phonemic symbols in English classes, is 

a crucial part of the findings. It does not analyse what exactly is taught at schools 

because it is not directly relevant to the aim of the thesis. The ultimate aim is to see 

what the situation is so that I can confirm whether there is a need of supplementary 

materials.   

A further related purpose was to ascertain to what degree these teachers 

consider that they have enough materials and knowledge to be able to teach the 

phonemic inventory. Supported by the experts who have been researching the topic 

of teaching pronunciation to young learners, I want to show that teaching phonemic 

symbols at such an early stage, is useful, as it prevents misunderstandings and 

prepares the pupils for later stages of learning pronunciation on a more sophisticated 

level. As will be presented in the theoretical part, the idea that if pupils had the 

necessary theoretical background to be able to understand the basic phonetic 

differences, their pronunciation would be much better.  

 The target groups are teachers and children at the primary level of education. 

Some of the important topics connected to the thesis have to be described and 

discussed to understand the basis for the practical research and to be able to 

understand the necessary terminology and connections. This is done in chapter 5. 

Another topic critically reviewed is the problem of transcription itself on the primary 

level. The question asked is whether children should be able not only to produce the 

phonemes they see and hear but also to transcribe them. Certain important ideas, 
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beginning from Ferdinand de Saussure and ending with modern studies of 

internationally renowned linguists such as Peter Roach or Adrian Underhill, will also 

be part of this thesis to gain a better picture of what is being researched today. 

 The main part of the practical research is the questionnaire that was sent to 

the selected schools of four regions: Liberec, Česká Lípa, Jablonec nad Nisou and 

Semily. The questions and answers are explained and analysed in detail to be able to 

understand the input and the output, to pinpoint possible flaws of the questionnaire 

and to determine the quality of teaching phonemic symbols in the primary level 

classrooms.  

 In this thesis, the following course books are taken into consideration while 

writing about phonemic symbols and their teaching. These are Chit Chat and Project, 

course books used by the teachers who took part in questionnaire and which are 

recommended by the MŠMT1.  

 

 

 

1 MŠMT – Ministerstvo školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy – Ministry of Education (authority 
responsible for state education) 
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T H E O R E T I C A L   P A R T 

1 The Objective 

 The main objective of the thesis is to find out whether the phonemic symbols 

are used in the classrooms and to which extent teachers employ their professional 

knowledge of phonetics and phonology. It also analyses whether the chosen course 

books, which are the most used at a primary level in the Czech Republic cover the 

phonemic inventory at all and if so, do the teachers believe they have everything they 

need to teach pronunciation? Do they teach pronunciation as a planned lesson or do 

they just react to pronunciation errors of the pupils? My expectation before handing 

out the survey to the teachers was that phonemic symbols and pronunciation are not 

taught at a primary level to a sufficient extent. My own experience from teaching 

shows that phonemic symbols should be taught from the beginning of the primary 

level as a firm part of the teaching. Also, explaining how to produce sounds which 

are not in the Czech sound system, is very important to avoid any misunderstandings 

due to mispronunciation of phonemes which can change the utterance and cause 

a complete misunderstanding towards the recipient.  
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2 Research Questions 

 The focus is the assessment of the situation, as far as the teaching of 

phonemic symbols is concerned, therefore, the main research questions are defined 

by it. For the necessary analysis, the result answers from the questionnaire will be 

used as a primary source. 

 Within the facts mentioned above, the following research questions were 

established. Firstly, I wanted to know, to what extent phonemic symbols, used in 

English lessons at a primary level, are used. This will be analysed from the point of 

view of the chosen schools.  Secondly, what support do teachers need to teach 

pronunciation, phonemic symbols, do they have enough input and materials? In 

addition to the previous question, the question of how well the teachers are equipped 

with knowledge of phonetics should be discussed as well.  The analysis of the 

selected course books will give the needed background for the most commonly used 

learning material at primary schools in the Czech Republic to see if they have 

phonemic symbols included and in what way are they presented to the learner. I will 

also look into how they present phonemic symbols and how they practically work 

with them. 
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3 Research Method 

 As far as I am aware and from extensive research in the linguistic literature - 

no research has been carried out yet, whether Czech teachers of English use and 

teach phonemic symbols. From my experience, the most common textbooks used at 

a primary level, contain phonemic symbols only at the end of the book, where the 

dictionary is. The number of exercises that give the pupils any experience in the 

phonemes is discussed in my course book´s analysis in chapter 13. 

 The research methods I used for this thesis were a questionnaire and research 

of course books. I created the questionnaire in Google Forms. This enabled me to 

have all the questions and answers in electronic form and to create graphics to have 

a better picture of percentage results. 

 The research of the course books was processed as an analysis of the books in 

terms of the usage of phonemic symbols and pronunciation exercises and the 

teacher´s books were also part of the detailed analysis to be able to state if there is 

any additional support for teaching phonemic symbols at all. 

 To concentrate only on transcription symbols would be incomplete and would 

not make much sense without articulatory phonetics. We have to consider 

transcription as a crucial part in teaching pronunciation, and without the knowledge, 

how to produce certain sounds, neither pronunciation nor phonemic symbols can be 

taught. 
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4 Defining Key Terms 

4.1 Use of phonemic symbols 

 This thesis focuses on how the teachers use the phonemic symbols; therefore, 

what is meant by using should be explained. 

 Teachers use the symbols in many ways, they present it as a written symbol 

and the pupils learn how to decode the meaning and pronounce it or the teachers 

teach how to write it. Transcription is expected as a higher level of knowledge and is 

not wanted from primary pupils. In my thesis, “using” means teaching what the 

forty-four symbols look like and how they are pronounced. It does not include 

transcribing individual phonemes or words. 

4.2 Phonetics 

 When speaking about phonemes, phonemic symbols and graphemes, those 

are terms from the linguistic field, called phonetics and phonology, therefore are to 

be briefly explained. Phonetics deals with the production of sounds, how they are 

transferred and received. Peter Roach gives a very clear explanation2.  

Phonetics is the scientific study of speech. It has a long history, going 

back certainly well over two thousand years ago. The central concerns in 

phonetics are the discovery of how speech sounds are produced, how 

they are used in spoken language, how we can record speech sounds with 

written symbols and how we hear and recognise different sounds.  

 Phonetics is commonly divided into three related branches, which have 

different importance. They are an essential part of phonetics. These are articulatory, 

 

2 Roach, Peter: Glossary of terms. https://www.peterroach.net/uploads/3/6/5/8/3658625/english-
phonetics-and-phonology4-glossary.pdf  retrieved 11.05.2020 
 

https://www.peterroach.net/uploads/3/6/5/8/3658625/english-phonetics-and-phonology4-glossary.pdf
https://www.peterroach.net/uploads/3/6/5/8/3658625/english-phonetics-and-phonology4-glossary.pdf
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acoustic and auditory phonetics. Articulatory phonetics deals with the way, how 

sounds are produced. Acoustic phonetics deals with “the nature and acoustics of the 

sound waves which transmit speech, and auditory is about how “speech is received 

by the ears” (Kelly 2000, 9). 

4.3 Phonology 

 S. Kavka (1998) speaks about phonology as a purely linguistic science about 

the sounds of human speech “linguistic science about the sound of human speech”3 

(11). Larry M. Hyman (2000), defines phonology as “the intersection of phonetics 

and grammar” (8). In contrast to phonetics, phonology is about the pattern of speech 

sounds. When writing about English, it has some distinctive phonemes, which do not 

exist in other languages. 

4.4 Phonemes 

 In my research, I wanted to find out whether the teachers, who answered my 

questionnaire, used phonemic symbols. The pupils should be able to read 

the symbols and produce the sounds. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the 

definition of a phoneme. 

 Peter Roach (2009) defines phonemes as a “small number of regularly used 

sounds (vowels and consonants)” (2). The first time the term “phoneme” was 

mentioned by a French phonetician, A. Durfirche-Desgenettes in his work Sur la 

natures des consonnes nasales, Société linguistique de Paris B.S.L. 2, 8, 1873, 

LXIII), and it was taken over by Ferdinand de Saussure and used in his “Mémoire” 

as an „element of certain phonological system, where it is differentiated from the rest 

 

3 “lingvistická nauka o zvukové stránce řeči” (translated by the author of this thesis) 
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of elements, be its precise articulation anylike“ (Saussure 1996, 376)4. In Saussure’s 

view, a phoneme is a basic unit of his structuralism approach; it is a part of “langue”. 

Later on, B. de Courtenay understood phoneme as an abstract representation of a 

sound. 

4.5 Transcription and IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) 

 Before writing about phonemic symbols as such, we need to understand what 

they are and where they came from. In the past, transcription underwent many 

experiments, many changes, many developments before linguists came to the 

consensus of the IPA, of a certain standard. To understand the reason of a standard, a 

little from the history should be written. Humans had always tried to put the spoken 

word down. They tried to use the graphics to write the sounds. The most common 

approach was to use a grapheme to represent a phoneme. This, however, would have 

worked only if we talked about ideal condition, in reality the problem is much 

broader and more complicated.  

 Henry Sweet developed a system known as  Narrow Romic. It used letters of 

the Latin alphabet and he employed much more signs.  For this reason, he used so-

called Broad Romic, which was an easier system of transcription. Today´s 

transcription of English is primarily a phonological one, even though there are some 

symbols for allophones.  

 The International Phonetic Association, founded in 1886, has been trying to 

develop symbols that can be widely used for phonetic transcription since it was 

formed. The transcription symbols they presented are called the International 

Phonetic Alphabet, the IPA. As the English language develops, so the IPA develops 

 

4 “prvek určitého fonologického systému, v němž je od všech ostatních prvků rozlišován, ať je jeho 
přesná artikulace jakákoliv.” (translated by the author of this thesis) 
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and is modified, too. A very thorough description of the IPA can be found in 

the “Handbook of the International Phonetic Association”, a guide to the use of the 

International Phonetic Alphabet”, published by Cambridge University Press in 2003.  

To have a good overview of the extent of research on the previously mentioned 

topics, a current situation in this field will be analysed and presented, together with 

the theoretical background I needed for my work. 
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5 Current Research Situation 

5.1 Errors and obstacles 

 Language is a complex matter; it does not contain only vocabulary and 

grammar. It is a device for communication and socializing. Everyone, who learns a 

new language, has to pay attention to pronunciation; otherwise, one would not be 

understood properly. From the experience, for example, French speakers tend to have 

a very heavy accent, which makes the understanding of their English sometimes 

nearly impossible.5 French would have difficulties, for example, with English lax 

vowels, such as [I] because the French does not have the sound (Derwin, Munro 

2015, 21). 

 Often, it is not only a misunderstanding of a word but using a wrong 

phoneme does not have to change the meaning but can be considered as not 

appropriate6 (Melen 2010, 7). If the speaker of L2 does not pronounce the words 

intelligibly, Derwin and Munro call this „comprehensibility“, they cannot be 

understood properly. They speak about „low and high comprehensibility“ (Derwin, 

Munro 2015, 3), even with native speakers. There are many aspects to be considered. 

Gerald Kelly also gives reasons why bad pronunciation errors can lead to a problem 

of “reception” or how the “perceived tone or mood of an utterance” can be affected 

when the student´s first language interferes with the pronunciation of L2. 
 

5 In October 2012, a team of researchers conducted a study of a tandem correction of pronunciation at 
the University of Sorbonne, where 34 participants took part in. One part was French natives and the 
second part was English natives. The corrective feedback was the focus of this research. The 
researches wanted to create an informal background to be able to analyse the pronunciation errors. 
The study also shows how difficult can some phonemes be for the French natives, as they are not part 
of their phonemic inventory and can lead to misunderstandings. Horgues, Céline and Scheuer, Sylwia: 
“I Understood You, But There was This Pronunciation Thing…”: L2 Pronunciation Feedback in 
English/French Tandem Interactions. Retrieved 26.4.2020 from https://doi.org/10.2478/rela-2014-
0005  

6 Melen 2010, 7: “Když bude student používat v angličtině české /h/, bude jeho výslovnost znít 
vulgárně.” 

https://doi.org/10.2478/rela-2014-0005
https://doi.org/10.2478/rela-2014-0005
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He mentions German people who can sound very impolite or abrupt, Spanish people 

who have “narrower” intonation and can sound bored (Kelly 2000, 12).   

 Plavka (1997) testifies this claim ”to be able to communicate effectively 

they must not only have an adequate vocabulary and acquire basic items of grammar 

but also reasonably handle the sounds” (8).  

 Ferdinand de Saussure asks the question of importance for the necessity of 

phonological symbols but, in contrast to modern linguists, has a critical opinion on 

the matter. He thinks that phonemic symbols should serve only to the linguists. 

He exclaims: „…how could we force the English, the Germans, the French, etc to 

accept a unified system!” (Saussure 1968, 67). He had a point in his time, he could 

not know that English would become the lingua franca in the world and the language 

of science would be English and therefore, the development of a unified system was 

inevitable. Nowadays, however, we know that the IPA has actually been accepted by 

many different countries where learning English is concerned. He even thinks that 

phonological symbols would have puzzled the reader as it would have had too many 

diacritical signs. 

 In spite of the fact that pronunciation is essential, Derwing (2009) states 

that it is often an omitted part of language teaching (7). Melen (2010) confirms this 

opinion when he states “unfortunately, pronunciation is not given due attention 

neither in the course books nor in the English lessons”7 (7). He also presents the 

opinion that teaching phonetics does not have enough space in English learning 

(Melen 2010, 7) in the Czech Republic. A study from Finland focuses on teaching 

transcription, stating the opinion that „ phonemic symbols are a necessity for writing 

about pronunciation, but they are often neglected in teaching…“ (Pekka 2005, 2). 

 

7 „…jak bychom mohli donutit Angličany, Němce, Francouze atd., aby přejali jednotný systém!”  
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This also supports the opinion that phonemic symbols are important in the learning 

process. 
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6 Education of teachers of English in the Czech Republic 

 The model, which is used in the Czech Republic is that every qualified 

teacher of English must study the English language at university, says the law of 

educational staff (Zákon O Pedagogických Pracovnících, 2004)8. The type of 

qualification is strictly given by this regulation and it specifies very concretely, what 

kind of university education or courses certain type of teachers need, otherwise they 

are not allowed to work as such in the school environment. When studying at 

university to become a teacher, phonetics and phonology belong to the basic courses 

the students have to complete9. According to the education law, teachers have the 

needed professional knowledge about phonetics. Of course, the reality is sometimes 

different. From what I observe as a teacher, English is often taught by people who do 

not have any university education or by people who are in the middle of completing 

their university education, or even by native speakers who do not have any 

pedagogical background. Clearly, it is a requirement that teachers of English should 

be familiar with. Every student of a foreign language, who wants to become a 

teacher, must pass an examination in phonetics and phonology because it belongs to 

the syllabus. 

 In the next chapter, the importance of transcription is introduced as to 

understand why the phonemic symbols belong to the teaching and learning English. 

  

 

8 Zákon o pedagogických pracovnících, 563/2004: odstavec 3: předpoklady pro výkon činnosti 
pedagogického pracovníka. „Pedagogickým pracovníkem může být ten, kdo splňuje tyto 
předpoklady:…b) má odbornou kvalifikaci pro přímou pedagogickou činnost, kterou vykonává.“  This 
document specifies what type of qualification is necessary to work as a teacher of different subjects, 
beginning with the teacher in kindergarden and ending with the headmaster or trainer or assistant. 

9 An example of a study branch for English for education see the web page of the pedagogical faculty 
of Brno: https://www.muni.cz/bakalarske-a-magisterske-obory/23858-anglicky-jazyk-se-zamerenim-
na-vzdelavani 
 

https://www.muni.cz/bakalarske-a-magisterske-obory/23858-anglicky-jazyk-se-zamerenim-na-vzdelavani
https://www.muni.cz/bakalarske-a-magisterske-obory/23858-anglicky-jazyk-se-zamerenim-na-vzdelavani
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7 Transcription – The Importance for Elementary Pupils  

7.1 Why transcription? 

 English pronunciation differs from English spelling. Therefore, the pursuit of 

a correct pronunciation may be a challenging task for Czechs because not every 

sound of English appears in Czech. From this point of view, it is the knowledge of 

transcription that can facilitate achieving appropriate pronunciation.  

 Because the spelling differs so much from the pronunciation and very often, 

in English, many new words have to be separately learned and this is the situation 

when the use of a dictionary using “reliable phonemic transcription becomes 

imperative” (Zanchi 2007, 121). Zanchi also points out that for being able to read the 

phonemic signs in a dictionary, certain knowledge of phonemic symbols is required 

and that might be a problem. At lower levels, pupils are not able to read them 

without the teacher providing them with the knowledge they need. 

 The question about why people should learn transcription was also asked by 

professor Kavka (1998) in his script “Fonetika a Fonologie”, he says that firstly, 

transcription is used for scientific reasons and for mastering a correct, or “not 

incorrect” pronunciation (105). He also thinks that people do not need to look for any 

easier symbols and they should use the IPA.  

 More than a hundred years ago, Otto Jesperson (1904) dealt with the 

importance of good pronunciation. He wanted the teachers to use the IPA. His 

approach is still very modern, he was concerned about making errors that can 

become bad habits and are difficult to get rid of them. He said:  

The use of phonetics and phonetical transcription in the teaching of 

modern languages must be considered as one of the most important 

advances in modern pedagogy, because it ensures both considerable 
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facilitation and an exceedingly large gain in exactness. But these means 

must be employed immediately from the beginning (107). 

That is an approach linguists today have been taking. 

Another reason why learning transcription is important is that pupils or students 

realize many connections of the foreign language which otherwise would have stayed 

hidden for them. Young learners imitate sounds more naturally and as mentioned 

before, they tend to learn faster. Zeljka (2007) uses her own experiences from 

teaching in Split to support her opinion10 (122). 

 Phonemic symbols are taught also because some letters have more than one 

sound or they are not pronounced at all, the same sounds may be represented by 

different letters, or sometimes even syllables are not pronounced at all (Example: 

chocolate). Sometimes, pupils or even teachers try to use just letters from their own 

mother tongue (for Czechs it can be [dž, č, ž] etc. but these are unreliable and do not 

have the quality of the phoneme in English. Therefore the basic knowledge of 

transcribing phonemic symbols is necessary. Also, if young learners begin with the 

correct symbols, they can become very independent learners later on. It can even 

become a visual help for them. 

 Alena Skaličková (1982) presents many examples of vowels and consonants 

which, either the Czechs do not have or they have a different quality. When speaking 

about consonants, there are those that are similar to the Czech ones but there are 

some that the Czech sound system does not have at all. She gives us examples of the 

 

10 “Experience has indeed shown that many learners, especially young ones, succeed in acquiring 
good pronunciation, especially stress, rhythm and intonation, by intuitive imitation. On the other hand, 
there is evidence that deliberate teaching of pronunciation does improve it, while consistent and 
systematic work on it is bound to result not only in better pronunciation but also in a wareness of this 
segment of the language, as well as the ability to fully and competently use dictionaries in acquiring 
new vocabulary.”  
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English [θ, δ, w], or the so-called dark [ł] and of the Czech sounds that do not have 

English equivalents such as [ř, ť, ď, ň, x] 11 (110-111). 

 When analysing vowel system of English compared to Czech, vowels such as, 

e.g. [æ, ɜ:, ə] have a quality that the Czech language does not have. Pupils often 

mistake them for an [e]. This is only one of many examples, which demonstrates 

how important it is to learn the correct pronunciation and why visualizing symbols 

help to achieve that goal.  

 Jiahong (2017) claims, “phonetic learning is the principal task in the primary 

English learning” (900). In addition, Jiahong (2017) comments, “the level of 

phonetic has a direct impact on the level of listening. If people want to have a good 

listening comprehension, they must do well in distinguishing sounds” (900). In 

addition, Broughton (1980) affirms, “in order to hear a new language accurately 

enough to imitate it, the foreign learner must respond to a whole new sound system” 

affirms “in order to hear a new language accurately enough to imitate it, the foreign 

learner must respond to a whole new sound system” (49). We are still speaking about 

teaching phonemic symbols. Adrian Underhill, an author of “Sound Foundation. 

Learning and teaching pronunciation”, presents an opinion on his website12:  

In other words don’t offer the symbol on the chart until the student has a 

“good enough” experience of making the sound, which you can then 

symbolise. The symbol is a kind of mnemonic for a muscular experience, 

which produces a corresponding sound. If there is no experience then the 

 

11 She also says that even though some consonants may be similar, they sometimes have a different 
function, other frequency, distribution etc. 

12 https://www.adrianunderhill.com/2018/12/08/how-can-we-teach-phonemic-symbols-to-beginners-
and-young-students-without-causing-confusion/ 
 

https://www.adrianunderhill.com/2018/12/08/how-can-we-teach-phonemic-symbols-to-beginners-and-young-students-without-causing-confusion/
https://www.adrianunderhill.com/2018/12/08/how-can-we-teach-phonemic-symbols-to-beginners-and-young-students-without-causing-confusion/
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symbol is worthless, in fact confusing. You can’t give something a name 

until you have an experience to give a name to. 

He says that the symbol is a “label” and after seeing it the second or third time, it 

triggers the experience with the sound. This, again, shows the importance of teaching 

and learning phonemic symbols.  
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8 Research in the Czech Republic 

 Not much has been written about teaching phonemic symbols to young 

learners at the primary level in the Czech Republic. There exist a few bachelor theses 

touching this topic, for example, the work by Tereza Hladíková (2017) who deals 

with teaching phonemic symbols at the lower secondary schools, or Ludmila 

Bašková (2014) whose focus is not particularly on phonemic symbols as such but 

touches on the problematic of phonemic symbols. Not many studies or papers that 

deal with the situation in the Czech Republic have been found during my research in 

the university library or on the internet, using Google Scholar or Google Books. 

 Because of the lack of material, I also looked into similar research that deals with 

a similar topic. I found an interesting paper written by a Croatian linguist, Zeljka 

Zanchi (2007), who researches the topic of phonetics and phonology in Croatian 

curriculums of young learners (21). She looks into the primary schools curriculum as 

well as attempting to find out the current situation about teaching phonemic symbols 

and pronunciation. She believes that transcription symbols are important and the 

Croatian curriculum should be redefined.13Comparing Croatia with the Czech 

Republic, I can see many similarities with the approach in the Czech Republic, where 

teaching phonemic symbols is conducted alongside other language skills“ (Zeljka 

2007, 121).  

 Zeljka Zanchi (2007) describes her experiences with young learners and 

confronts critical opinions which ask „whether phonological issues should be 

deliberately and specifically taught“ (122). An interesting observation was made by 

her, that learning transcription symbols not only improves pronunciation but raises 
 

13 „It should include consistent and systematic work on phonetic and phonological aspects of the 
language, laying much more emphasis upon correct pronunciation and introducing phonemic 
transcription, preferably at an early age.“  
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a better awareness of segments of a language and a good „ability to fully and 

competently use dictionaries…“ (ibid). 

 As can be seen from the literature review, there are more linguists in favour 

of teaching phonemic symbols than those who criticize it. Most of them agree that 

phonemic symbols are a necessary part of learning correct pronunciation. 
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P R A C T I C A L  P A R T 

 The major part of the thesis is based upon a survey, which was distributed 

through selected schools. After analysing the survey and the answers provided by the 

teachers, there follows a discussion of the implications of their responses, 

particularly as regards the need for supplementary materials for English teachers who 

wish to teach the phonemic symbols of English. 

9 The Approach  

 The focus of this research is on teachers and the materials they use. 

Therefore, the questionnaire was created focusing on two aspects:  the first aspect is 

connected to the teachers because it is they who teach or do not teach pronunciation. 

The second aspect is about resource materials teacher can use to teach phonemic 

symbols successfully. 

 Taking both these aspects into consideration, I wanted to find out whether 

teachers teach phonemic symbols and if so, what materials they use to do so. I will 

discuss each aspect in more detail. 

 The main aim of my research is to find out if teachers use phonemic symbols 

in their classes. To put it in a context and to get a better perspective of this, there are 

some questions about the teachers. I want to know if they had any professional 

training to use the phonemic symbols.  

 Mostly, it is the teacher, who chooses the course book. It also depends 

entirely on the teacher’s decision whether or not they teach the phonemic symbols. 

To find out the information needed, to be able to gain a certain picture of what is 

actually taught at school and as I mentioned before, I created a questionnaire, which 

focuses on the main areas of their teaching.   
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 I am very well aware that the questionnaire might be seen as lacking some 

information and that it has its flaws, as it contains only a few basic questions. I could 

have asked them about any certain phonemes they teach and make the other 

questions more detailed but there was the expectation that teachers would be too 

busy to answer and spend more time with a more detailed questionnaire. 

 I found it useful to establish contacts with the participants for further 

cooperation when there would be a more detailed questionnaire in the future. The 

reaction from the teachers was mainly very positive and some of them even asked to 

stay in touch and help them with some materials. Before creating the questionnaire, 

17. 10. 2019, I called Mgr. Eva Tučková, who is a council minister at the Ministry of 

Education of the Czech Republic MŠMT. I asked whether there was any statistic 

about the most used English course books at Czech schools. She told me no such 

statistics had ever been done before at the Ministery and recommended that I  

contacted Milena Jíšová at the ČŠI14, which is an institution responsible for 

independent controlling and evaluation of the Czech education system. She 

recommended me asking prof. PhDr. Věra Janíková, Ph.D. from Masaryk University 

and doc. PaeDr. Hana Andrášová, Ph.D. from the German Department from the 

University of České Budějovice who helped to create a methodology of language 

literacy. Neither the ČSI nor the University had never produced such statistics 

before. The second e-mail I exchanged with the ČSI regarding this statitistics can be 

found in appendix 2.  

 My questions were about the course books the teachers use and whether they 

needed any supplementary materials for teaching pronunciation. This would be the 

case, if the course books did not cover what teachers needed for their teaching.  
 

14 the website of ČŠI: https://www.csicr.cz/cz/ZAKLADNI-INFORMACE/O-nas 
 

https://www.csicr.cz/cz/ZAKLADNI-INFORMACE/O-nas
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Since it was not possible to find out from the educational authorities, mentioned 

above, what the most used course books are, I asked a number of teachers 

themselves. Those course books are analysed in terms of phonemic inventory in 

chapter 12 of this thesis. Before embarking on my research I expected that if the 

teachers were content with the level and contents of the course books they would not 

search for other materials. In other words, if the course books covered the needs of 

teachers, they would not need to use other materials. All considerations lead to the 

final question. The final question investigates whether there is a need for 

supplementary materials to teach pronunciation. There is a special question about 

motivation for those teachers who do not teach the pronunciation. 

 In the questionnaire, there were eight questions, which also were quite simple 

and short not to take too much of their time. From my own experience taking part in 

other surveys, people tend to stop concentrating when the questions are too 

complicated and require too much effort.  It took about 4 minutes to complete the 

questionnaire.  
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10 Participants 

 The participants of the research are all teachers from the Liberec region. I 

contacted all four county councils of the region – Liberec, Česká Lípa, Jablonec nad 

Nisou and Semily. These provided me with the e-mail addresses of all the state 

elementary and lower secondary schools in their area.  

 Once I had obtained these addresses 130 introductory e-mails were sent to the 

head teachers of selected schools in which they were asked for their cooperation with 

me in my research. The intention was to approach teachers not only from elementary 

schools but also from the lower secondary schools because, based on research by 

Tereza Hladíková (2017) and my own 6 years teaching experience, I think that 

pronunciation, and therefore phonemic symbols should be taught from the beginning 

to be able to develop a very early understanding of correct pronunciation. This has 

been analysed in the previous chapter about the research on this topic.  

 Even though the sample might seem small, it still covers 130 schools in 4 

regions, which is, statistically seen, a sample large enough to obtain an impression  

of how phonemic symbols are approached. I chose this sample to draw a certain 

picture of the current situation in the Czech Republic.   

 Firstly, I describe the questionnaire and then analyse it. I deal with each 

question in detail and describe the outcomes. Secondly, I evaluate the course books, 

which were used for the research of this thesis. In the evaluation, I look into how 

much of phonetics and how phonemic symbols are presented and what kind of 

methods they use. 
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11 Questionnaire 

Before writing to particular schools, I asked the municipal authorities of 

Jablonec nad Nisou, Česká Lípa, Liberec and Semily for the list of the schools in 

their region. This e-mail correspondence is in appendix 2. The list of school is in 

appendix 3.  

A total of 130 questionnaires created in “Google forms” were sent as a link 

within an email to head teachers of the schools from four regions: Liberec, Česká 

Lípa, Jablonec nad Nisou and Semily. In the e-mail, I asked them to forward my 

questionnaire to their colleagues who teach English. 64 questionnaires came back 

with answers. The e-mail correspondence can be found in appendix 4.  

In the questionnaire I gave them 8 questions in total which I present more in 

detail below and then follows a detailed examination of the answers. For evaluation 

of the answers, I use graphs and tables. One presentation form of the results adds to 

the second, and together they provide a united idea about the data gathered. The 

values in the charts have been rounded up; therefore, there could be a deviation of + -

5%.  

The questions which the teachers were asked are listed separately below. 

Each is discussed in detail before the next question is dealt with. There then follows 

a summary of the findings regarding all eight questions as well as the survey in 

general. 
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Question 1: The course book I use to teach English is called… 

 

Figure 1: Course Books 

Table 1: Course Books 

Title of the book Number of books Percent (11 answers) 

Chit Chat 18 12 

Happy House 11 10 

Happy Street 13 11 

Project 40 35 

Bloggers 6 5 

More 3 3 

Yours space 2 2 

Others 22 19 

  

First of all, I needed to know what ground material the teachers use to be able 

to look into the content and to see, to what extent phonetics and particularly 

phonemic symbols were presented and how. My overall goal was to find out if the 

teachers used different course books than I expected or if they used the materials I 

was already familiar with. Once I had established that the two most used course 
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books were also the same I use, it was certainly easier to access them and to analyse 

them. 

It is obvious that many teachers use different course books in different 

classes. From detailed analyses of the answered questionnaires it is clear that nearly a 

third of the participants (18 out of 64) stated that they use 2 or more course books for 

teaching. 1 stated 5 course books. 2 teachers use 4 course books, 6 teachers use 3 

books and 9 teachers use 2. 46 of the teachers teach using only 1 course book.  

There were 28 different books mentioned, many of them used just in one or 

two cases. As we can see from the graph, the most used course books were Project 

and Chit Chat. Therefore, we can say that for the Liberec region, Project and Chit 

Chat are, for some reasons, the most popular books with teachers. 

 

Question 2 – In my lessons... 

 

Figure 2: Teaching Pronunciation 
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Table 2: Teaching Pronunciation 

In my lesson Number  
of answers 

Percent  
(85 answers) 

I use the course book to teach pronunciation 
because it is a part of it. 30 35 

I teach pronunciation only when I explain new 
vocabulary. 18 2 

I have my own system of teaching the Phonetic 
Alphabet. 30 35 

I do not teach pronunciation even though it is part 
of the book. 0 0 

I do not teach pronunciation because use it is not 
included in our book. 1 1 

Other 
 

6 
 

7 

 

I wanted to know if teachers teach pronunciation practice. Here, more than 

one answer could be chosen, whereas a question might have arisen if it was a good 

decision. Those who chose only one answer responded with “I have my own system 

of teaching the Phonetic Alphabet” – altogether 17 teachers selected this response. . 

From the data is evident that teachers teach pronunciation it their classes. This means 

they fulfil the requirements of the Curriculum as far as pronunciation is concerned, 

as a necessary part of teaching English.  

Another 35 % said that they used their own system of teaching phonemic 

symbols and 21 % teach pronunciation only when they explain the new vocabulary. 

7% have other methods how to teach this topic. Only one teacher answered that 

he/she does not teach pronunciation because it is not included in the book, but he/she 

teaches it when the new vocabulary is explained. It is an interesting result, to see that 

nearly half of the teachers create their own exercises, probably because they do not 

find the course book sufficient enough for explaining and training phonemic 

symbols. Only one uses tongue twisters. This one is interesting because, in Chit Chat, 

there are tongue twisters in the pronunciation exercises so I would expect that it 
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would have been used more often as it is often considered to be fun to learn tongue 

twisters. 

Question 3: Extra materials I use for teaching pronunciation 

 

Figure 3: Extra Materials 

Table 3:  Extra Materials 

Extra materials I use for teaching pronunciation are Number  
of answers 

Percent  
(152 answers) 

Youtube videos  41 27 

A special course book 3 2 

My own materials from studies at university 19 13 

Game: "Výslovnost angličtiny" by Dušan Melen 1 0,6 

Watching films 26 17 

Singing songs 51 34 

I do not use any extra materials.  4 3 

I do not teach English pronunciation. 0 0 

Other 7 5 

 

I had anticipated that many teachers would use technology since technology 

and the internet are crucial parts of our lives, our educational lives included. After 

deeper analyses of the questionnaires answered, only 13 teachers chose only one 
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additional material from the available options. 51 chose 2 and more sources, which 

they use while teaching. 8 chose 4 sources – most often, there were YouTube videos, 

songs and watching films. One third of the teachers use 3 sources in their lessons. To 

sum this up in percentage: the most used method to teach pronunciation was singing 

songs, nearly 34 % of the teachers think that it is the best way. 27 % find YouTube 

videos a valid source, although I would have liked to know, what kind of videos they 

use. Watching films was important for 17 % of teachers and a large sample, nearly 

13%, used their own material from the time they had studied at university.  

From the answers, it indicates that teachers do not use only the course books 

but they also search for additional materials. It is possible to believe that they 

actually try to teach pronunciation using attractive forms such as watching videos, 

singing songs. Their own activity to mediate different perceptions confirms that for 

the selected teachers, teaching pronunciation is an important part of their teaching. 

 

Question 4: The titles of materials/books I mentioned in answer to question 3 are: 

Table 4: Titles of Materials 
 

The titles of materials/books I mentioned in answer to question 3 are: (Free answers) 

Different material for each group. 

Rhythms, rhymes and games for lower school, The Early Bidr, etc. 

Materials Mrs. Karásková gave us 

I have my own. 

Bloggers 

BBC learning English, reading, songs, etc. 

various 

e. d.: Wattsenglish, English with Gogo, busy teacher  

  

Here, the teachers wrote the most significant materials they use, such as 

rhythm, rhymes, games, singing, series with Czech subtitles, a Primary Pronunciation 
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Box, Wattsenglish on Youtube, and some of them use a different material for each 

group or they have their own materials. From the list, we can see that the teachers try 

to keep up with technological development.  

Question 5: In my lesson, I use the phonemic symbols 

 

Figure 4: Use of Phonemic Symbols 

Table 5: Use of Phonemic Symbols 

In my lesson I use the phonemic symbols  
such as /θ/, /æ/, /ɜː/ 

Number  
of answers 

Percent  
(64 answers) 

all the time 20 31 

sometimes 36 56 

not a tall 8 13 
 

 The answers to this are interesting because most of the teachers do not use the 

symbols regularly. Nearly 60 % of teachers stated that they used them sometimes and 

there were some who said they did not use phonemic symbols at all. The following 

question is connected to this one because if the teacher did not study English at 

university, they probably did not learn the basic phonetics and therefore might feel 

uncertain about phonemic symbols and phonetics, in general. 
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The responses show that phonemic symbols are used in the classes. 87 % of 

the teachers have confirmed this. An interesting finding is confirmed by the 

responses that more than 30 % of the teachers always use phonemic symbols. It is 

assumed that the goal of those who often use phonemic symbols is to try to get to an 

appropriate level of pronunciation. They may see a lot of sense in using them. The 

means which teacher can use to demonstrate the differences between Czech and 

English pronunciation are just these phonemic symbols.  

Question 6: I have learned the Phonetic Alphabet 

 

Figure 5:  Knowledge of Phonetic Alphabet of English 

Table 6: Knowledge of Phonetic Alphabet of English 

I have learned the Phonetic Alphabet of English Number  
of answers 

Percent  
(64 answers) 

at university 36 56 

with a private teacher 11 17 

self taught 7 11 

not at all 2 3 

others 8 13 
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 It is important to know that whoever answered “not at all” was automatically 

directed  to question 8 “Is there anything that could motivate me to start teaching 

pronunciation in your classes?” because it is assumed that if he/she did not learn it, 

he/she does not teach it. Therefore, there are only 2 people who answered question 8. 

62 teachers answered question 7 – both questions 7 and 8 make 64 teachers 

altogether.  

Nearly 60 % of the teachers encountered the IPA at university. That number 

is consistent with the number of teachers who, sometimes, use the phonemic 

symbols. An interesting and probably not a very common way to learn the phonetic 

alphabet is to learn it with a private teacher or even to learn it by themselves. 

As mentioned above, the Law about educational staff required a full qualification of 

the teachers if they want to stay teaching at schools and from the answers, it is clear 

that not all teachers fulfil this requirement. 

From the result, it is evident that not all teachers studied English at university. 

If it were so, they would have had the basics of phonetics and phonology, as the 

university curriculum demands. It seems, these are the ones who used a private 

teacher or self-study. Their own effort to know the Phonetic Alphabet shows how 

important it is for them to master this knowledge and to mediate it to their pupils. 

From the result, it is clear that even though not all of them had university education, 

all but two knew the Phonetic Alphabet.  
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Question 7: If there is anything that could help me to teach pronunciation what 

would it be? 

 

Figure 6: Helpful Resources 

Table 7: Helpful Resources 

I have learned the Phonetic Alphabet of English Number  
of answers 

Percent  
(108 answers) 

A course of phonetics and phonology 11 10 
A book with practice 32 21 
Games 32 30 
Videos 25 23 
I am fine teaching pronunciation, I do not need any 
help. 14 13 
Others 3 3 
 

 This question is important to see how much additional materials the teachers 

need and what kind. This time, not only one or two answers are divided into half-

and-half, but also the spectrum is larger. Most teachers, 30 % would appreciate 

games for teaching pronunciation. This is certainly appealing for pupils on the 

elementary level, not to make learning phonemic symbols and pronunciation too 

difficult.  
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23 % responded that they would like to work with videos. An interesting 

follow-up question in another survey would be what kind of videos and what they 

want to do with them from the pedagogical point of view. 21 % would need a book 

with practice exercises and 10 % would welcome a course in phonetics and 

phonology. The question of a course in phonetics and phonology arises here. This 

may indicate that 10 % are those who do not have a university education. It also 

indicates that they need more knowledge of the theory and a course would help them 

to get more ideas for teaching phonetics. There are a number of other questions 

arising from the questionnaire, which could be followed and analysed in further 

study. I have the contact email addresses from all the teachers who responded so this 

would be feasible in a future more detailed study. 

13 % of the respondents claimed to be content with the way they teach 

pronunciation. This is a significant number of teachers and could well mean that they 

have enough materials and support from the books. Detailed analysis of the answers 

show that only one teacher was not interested in teaching pronunciation at all. 

Here, the result indicates there is still some space for help because teachers 

still are interested in additional materials. Their motivation to enrich their lessons is 

very clear and they still look for new resources to do so. 
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Question 8: Is there anything that could motivate me to start teaching 

pronunciation in my classes? 

 

Figure 7: Motivation for Teaching Pronunciation 

Table 8: Motivation for Teaching Pronunciation 

Is there anything that could motivate me to start 

teaching pronunciation in my classes? 

Number  

of answers 

Percent  

(2 answers) 

A course of Phonetics and Phonology 0 0 

A book with practice 0 0 

Game 0 0 

Videos 1 50 

Time - I would like to teach pronunciation but I do 

not have time. 0 0 

I am not interested in teaching pronunciation. 0 0 

Other - My English teacher. 1 50 

 

 This is an important motivation question, and it was answered by the two 

people who answered the question 6 by no, they do not teach pronunciation at all. 

Obviously, the tendency is not to teach phonemic symbols and pronunciation at all 

but with the help of some motivation sources, those two teachers would. 
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 At the end of the questionnaire was a query if anyone would be interested in 

further cooperation. Either in providing the feedback or receiving new suplementary 

materials for teaching the pronunciation at primary schools. Ten teachers left their 

email addresses with the interest. Those answers gave me a positive feeling that such 

work makes sense. It is clear that for the teacher who did not teach pronunciation, the 

books with their exercises could be great support so he/she would find a certain 

manual how to proceed. It indicates that if the teachers had these materials for 

teaching pronunciation they might start teaching it. They would also help to teachers 

who currently teach pronunciation.  
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12 Course books Analysis 

  I gathered the responses from the teachers and it became clear that the two 

most used course books were “Project” and “Chit Chat”. Both books are often used 

at primary school in our region. From the graph of question 1 from the questionnaire, 

which is shown in the previous chapter, we can see that more than a half of the 

teachers use Project and the other large sample used Chit Chat, therefore I wanted to 

see how those course books actually deal with the phonemic symbols. 

 The first one is Project by Tom Hutchinson and the second is Chit Chat by 

Paul Shipton. Both course books are published by Oxford University Press. Both 

books are a series of books and both have a certain online support on the website of 

Oxford University Press15. 

 Both books correspond with the RVP16 of a primary level. The programs are 

created by the Ministry of Education and a team of their experts and they must 

correspond with the newest scientific knowledge17. 

 Nowadays, most schools start with the first foreign language, mostly English, 

in the third grade, however, some primary schools introduce English already in the 

first grade. The materials for the first graders are different from the materials for 

second grade and higher because at the beginning of the first grade, the pupils cannot 

 

15 Oxford University Press website about Project: 
https://elt.oup.com/teachers/project/?cc=cz&selLanguage=cs and about Chit Chat: 
https://elt.oup.com/catalogue/items/global/young_learners/chit_chat/?cc=cz&selLanguage=cs&mode=
hub 
 
16 RVP (rámcový vzdělávací program – Frame educational curriculum) – this program builds a 
generally binding frame for creating educational programmes of schools – elementary and high 
schools. They were implemented in 2004 by the law no. 561/2004.  
  
17 “Rámcové vzdělávací programy musí odpovídat nejnovějším poznatkům vědních disciplín, jejichž 
základy a praktické využití má vzdělávání zprostředkovat, a pedagogiky a psychologie o účinných 
metodách a organizačním uspořádání vzdělávání přiměřeně věku a rozvoji vzdělávaného” from the 
website: http://www.nuv.cz/t/rvp 
 
 

https://elt.oup.com/teachers/project/?cc=cz&selLanguage=cs
https://elt.oup.com/catalogue/items/global/young_learners/chit_chat/?cc=cz&selLanguage=cs&mode=hub
https://elt.oup.com/catalogue/items/global/young_learners/chit_chat/?cc=cz&selLanguage=cs&mode=hub
http://www.nuv.cz/t/rvp
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read or write, yet. Also, it is an important skill if teachers want to start explaining or 

showing phonemic symbols. 

 Both course books function with 4 skills – listening, speaking, writing and 

reading to train all skills required to successfully use the foreign language in real life 

situations. The first Project ends with the CEF Level A1, the second A1-A2 and the 

third with A2. The same is valid for Chit Chat. The screenshots of an example page 

from both books are included in the appendix.  

 Both first parts are created for pupils from the ages 9 (10). For our purpose, 

the phonetic parts are the most interesting. A chart of phonemic symbols from both 

course books is added into the first appendix and individual exercises on phonemic 

symbols are described in the next chapters. 

 The RVP for elementary school, last revision in June 2017, states that pupils 

at the lower elementary level should know (passively) phonemic symbols, have basic 

pronunciation habits and they should know the relationship between a grapheme and 

phoneme (RVP 2017, 26).  For the teachers to be able to comply with this it means 

that they have to plan this problematic of phonemic symbols into their lesson and not 

avoid it. 

12.1 Project by Tom Hutchinson 

 The series of Project books consists of 4 course books, from the level A1 to 

B1, there are packages with always a student book, a CD, a workbook and a 

teacher´s book. The series also has online support for teachers, as written in the 

introduction to the analysis above. 

 Each unit is divided into four parts: Grammar, Vocabulary and Pronunciation, 

Communication and Skills, Culture, Across the curriculum (see Appendix 10). 

For the purpose of the research, the part “Vocabulary and Pronunciation” is of 
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significance. First, I examine the first course book of this Project series, Project I and 

describe the parts which appeal to the topic of phonemic symbols more in detail. 

12.1.1 Project 1 

 In unit 1, short vowels /ɪ/, /e/, /æ/, /ɒ/, /ʌ/, /ʊ/ and long vowels /i:/, /ɑ:/, /ɔ:/, 

/u:/, /ɜ:/ are presented. They are visualized and using listening and repetition drill 

with example words for pupils to get acquainted with the first phonemic symbols. 

 In unit 2, apart from word stress, the difference between /ɪ/ and /i:/ is 

introduced. Again, supported with example words, this is a great opportunity for the 

teacher to explain the difference between the Czech /i/ and both English phonemes. 

In unit 3, there are the first consonants /r/ and /l/, /tʃ/ and /dʒ/. Unit 4 presents the 

Schwa /ə/, /ɒ/ and the first diphthong /əʊ/. In unit 5, again differences between 

sounds, such as /ɒ/ and /ɔ:/, /ʃ/ and /s/ are introduced.  

 It can be seen that for the first book in the series, for the beginners, many 

frequently used phonemic symbols are covered. A good overview and comparison 

can be seen in the chart in appendix 1. 

  In the teacher´s book that accompanies the student´s book, for those 

pronunciation exercises, there are tips and help for the teachers as to how to teach the 

standard phonemes of English. A very good example is for unit 1 (see appendix 6), 

pronunciation exercise about the short and long vowels. After writing the symbols on 

the board and playing the listening exercise, a recommendation is made: “Explain 

that the different sounds in a language can be written as phonetic symbols and that 

symbols from the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) are used in this course and 

many other courses and dictionaries” (Hutchinson 2008, 15). Even if a teacher 

wishes to follow the RVP, and has a good knowledge of the individual symbols from 

their studies, it is important for the teacher to know how to teach various symbols 
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and sounds. Some teachers (13 %) noted that they never teach phonemic symbols 

because they are unable to. This can be connected to the percentage of teachers who 

never actually learned the phonetic alphabet. 

 Surprisingly, the first book in the series for younger learners operates with 

terms like phonetics, the IPA, and even gives some additional extra ideas for the 

teachers. The use of such special terminology means that even teachers at primary 

level are expected to know them and even to explain them to the pupils. As can be 

seen from the questionnaire, 56 % of the participant teachers know the terminology 

from the university, so this should not be difficult for them. 

 The terminology is well explained in the course books and it, therefore, 

provides enough room for the teacher to prepare a planned lesson on pronunciation 

and phonemic symbols, even without any prior detailed knowledge of phonetics of 

the teacher. 

 When looking into other parts of the series, it appears that phonemic symbols 

are well presented and even often repeated to remind the pupils and to practise. 

 

12.1.2 Project II 

 Spelling and sound are presented in Project II of the series in unit one. The 

book makes the pupils aware of the possibility of a word with the same spelling but 

different sounds, such as “your – our, fat – what” or different spelling and same 

sound, such as “door – four, hair – where”. Again, the phonetic alphabet is 

mentioned with the sounds presented in the workbook of Project II. The awareness of 

the difference between a grapheme and a phoneme is demonstrated in a simple and 

comprehensive way, without confusing the pupils, which I think is crucial when 

teaching phonemic symbols. There is an exercise where only transcribed words are 
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written and pupils should write the words in the same unit. The symbols /θ/ and /ð/ 

belong to those that are often confused by Czech pupils, so to explain how they are 

articulated is an important part of the methodology when one teaches them. From my 

experience, they are often spoken as /f/ or /s/ because those sounds do not exist in the 

Czech language. 

 All those phonemes are presented within one unit, which can be better seen 

and compared or evaluated in the chart of appendix 1. The way they are presented 

can be manageable for the pupils as other pronunciation examples can be taken from 

the texts of the particular unit. In Project I, there is a list of the IPA symbols, which 

do not appear in the following books, see appendix 7. The words are also transcribed 

using the IPA symbols in the workbook (appendix 8). 

 In Unit 2, none of the pronunciation exercises deals with transcription but 

with stress and rhythm. Unit 3 deals with the way how ending –ed sounds are made. 

It considers the influence of other consonants before ending – in words like “play – 

played, decide – decided, want – wanted” and use the symbols /ɪ/, /d/, /t/. The sound 

/h/ was considered as a problematic sound for speakers of a different language who 

sound vulgar when pronouncing the sound /h/ in the theoretical part of this thesis. 

The exercise shows how this sound can be pronounced as a voiceless consonant 

whereas the Czech /h/ is more voiced and has both active and passive assimilation 

ability (Skaličková 1974). It, therefore, would seem appropriate to involve this 

symbol at an early level of learning to make pupils aware of such differences.   

 The sounds /ʧ/ and /dʒ/ are repeated in Unit 4, as they were introduced in 

Project I. The same is with the sound /ʌ/ which is not transcribed but the pupils 

should recognize the sound from pronouncing different words. 
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 Unit 5 repeats the sound /ɔ/ with a recognition activity and listening and the 

last Unit 6 goes back to the sound /r/ and one exercise demonstrates in how many 

different ways a grapheme a can be pronounced. The authors might want to make the 

pupils aware of such words so that they are able to recognize the differences.  

 The pronunciation exercises become more difficult, presenting the fine 

differences between short and long vowels, diphthongs, voicing, strong and weak 

forms etc. in Project III and Project IV. The teacher´s books provide good support for 

the teachers to explain the phonemic symbols, with some additional advice on how to 

teach it to make it more accessible and not too complicated for the pupils. It seems 

enough for general teaching but from the point of view of the questioned teachers, 

they surely do welcome some additional material. Nearly 80 % use songs and 64 % 

use YouTube videos. 

 The sequence of the exercises and explanation seems logically organized. 

First, the pupils are more or less passive and later in the course book, they are asked 

to be active. However, they are not required to to transcribe the symbols but they are 

always exposed to them. The vocabulary is listed at the back of the workbook, also 

transcribed using the IPA so that both, teachers and pupils, have a reference section 

where they can check the right pronunciation. 

 To sum up, the series uses short and simple phonetic and pronunciation 

exercises. The pupils are exposed to the transcription throughout the books, not only 

within the exercises so that an independent self-study is possible and pupils are well 

prepared for higher levels. The pupils are expected to know how to pronounce the 

symbols and to decode them. Most of the exercises are supported by listening 

exercises, which are recorded on a CD that comes with each of the course books.  
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Even though the course books are well created by professionals, many teachers do 

search for additional materials, as can be very well seen from the questionnaire. 

12.2 CHIT CHAT by Paul Shipton 

 This is a two-level course for children who start English at the primary school 

in the first grade. This short series of two books is used for children who encounter 

English for the first time and do not have any previous knowledge. It consists of 

a class book, a workbook and teacher´s book. There is some little online support on 

the website of the Oxford University Press (OXFORD)18. For example, there are 

activities such as play with sounds, directly connected to sounds and phonetics. 

Also, there is a dictionary for children with dyslexia, the words are also transcribed 

using the IPA (a page can be found in the appendix). 

 

12.2.1 Chit Chat I 

 The first book Chit Chat does not present any phonemic symbols at all. It is 

the second book of the mini series that starts with the symbols. It depends on the age 

of the pupils. The children start learning to read and write and they have enough 

difficulties with those skills that to confuse them with phonemic symbols would be 

a tremendous task to fulfil in the first grade. There are phonetic exercises but more or 

less just listening and repeating words (example in the appendix).  

 

12.2.2 Chit Chat II 

 There are no phonemic symbols at all either in the student book or in the 

workbook in Chit Chat II. The teacher is asked to do a certain exercise to practise 
 

18 https://elt.oup.com/general_content/cz/kestazeni/chitchat?cc=cz&selLanguage=cs 
 

https://elt.oup.com/general_content/cz/kestazeni/chitchat?cc=cz&selLanguage=cs
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certain sounds in the teacher´s book. Nevertheless, the methodology help in the 

teacher´s book is a step by step help how to present certain sounds. However, there is 

no recommendation to actually show them the symbol but only to listen and 

recognize the sounds. 

 There is a dictionary where the words are transcribed using the IPA at the end 

of the workbook (it can be found in appendix 8). Even though, phonemic symbols 

are not present in the books and are not actually taught, the children see them 

anyway. Therefore, they should be presented during the English lessons so that the 

children are able to work with the dictionary and to prepare them for the higher 

grades, where phonemic symbols are presented more. 

It is also clear that teachers who teach pronunciation have to create their own 

materials if they want to teach symbols because the book does not provide it in the 

needed extent. This indicates the end of the questionnaire.  
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13 Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was to find out if phonemic symbols are taught at the 

primary level of a primary school and to what extent. Related to the first aim, 

I wanted to see what kind of support the teachers already had, whether what they 

already have is enough or not. Moreover, I wanted to know what they might need to 

teach phonemic symbols successfully. The other objective was to analyse the two 

chosen course books to see how many of the phonemic symbols are presented and 

what way. 

The main research method was to gather data from a large sample of teachers, 

which would show a good solid statistical relevance, using an online questionnaire. 

Although I had expected more teachers to reply, 64 responses were returned. It 

appears that the number is sufficient to be able to draw a picture of the situation at 

the primary level in the region of Liberec. Of course, one has to bear in mind that to 

obtain a larger amount of data and to receive objective situation at schools, the data 

from all the schools in the Czech Republic would need to be gathered. 

I had assumed the level of teaching English phonology would be very low. I 

was actually surprised when the answers returned. I came to realise that the initial 

assumption was not the case. I am very well aware that to have a complete picture of 

the situation, considering the pupils as well, I would need to include their 

perspective. Moreover, I would need to find whether they are really acquainted with 

the IPA.  

99 % of the respondents teach phonemic symbols and pronunciation in more 

ways that are different. It would appear that teachers do have the knowledge and 

skills to teach phonemic symbols and pronunciation. Most of the participants of the 

survey use the analysed books, Project and Chit Chat. Those who use Project have 
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good solid support in the books, which present a good number of phonemic symbols 

in an understandable and easy way for the pupils to grasp and not to feel 

overwhelmed. This also means that they have a good supply of extra materials 

provided by the teacher´s book, as mentioned in the analysis before so if they wish to 

do more exercises on phonemic symbols, they actually can. 35 % of teachers even 

stated the course book as the primary source of their pronunciation teaching. I also 

found that teachers seem able to create different tasks to practice pronouncing 

phonemic symbols using songs, videos on Youtube or games to make the lessons 

more fun and approachable to the pupils. Mainly, Project provides the teachers with 

enough support to use phonemic symbols as a planned part of a lesson.  

 The goal of this thesis was also to see if and how the phonemic symbols are 

integrated into the education process of the English language and the answers of the 

teachers provided the information I was looking for. The high percentage (87 %) of 

teachers use phonemic symbols in their lessons. The positive conclusion can be 

drawn that more than half of the teachers actually actively use them. Even though it 

is more than I initially expected, there is still a lot of room to improve the situation 

and to try to implement phonemic symbols in a wider way into their lessons. 

Phonetic symbols and pronunciation at an elementary level are provided. 

To conclude, pupils learn the phonemic symbols more or less in a passive way so 

that they have the choice to become active later. 

As my online research has shown, the number of good supplementary 

materials has improved significantly and there are many possibilities to train 

phonemic symbols if the teachers wish to expand and spend more time on phonetic 

activities. My findings confirm that teachers, to a certain extent, feel the necessity for 

some additional material. We can assume that creating supplementary materials for 
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teaching English pronunciation could provide inspiration and support for the 

teachers. I, myself create different help materials for my lessons. These are 

flashcards with symbols, transcription of words and pictures for those, or games. 

This thesis confirmed that similar materials could be of great interest among the 

teachers.  

This also confirms the agreement of the respondents with eventual 

cooperation with me in the creation of such materials. It would be interesting to 

pursue this topic in my Master Studies. Even more interesting would be to do more 

detailed follow-up research to compare, in a long term, two classes from the 

beginning. One would be taught in the traditional way, using the course books to 

teach pronunciation the way it is presented in the books and the other would 

concentrate much more on pronunciation, using phonemic symbols. The 

supplementary materials I am currently creating for my own classes for teaching the 

symbols, could be widely tested and indeed piloted in the context of further research. 

Such a large project however, would need much more time and, ideally, more 

participants. The practicalities including the research methodology would need to be 

clearly established to ensure that the research findings would be valid and could be 

applied to the classroom. My bachelor’s research provides a basis for such project.  

  As can be pointed out, from the telephone conversation and my e-mail 

correspondence with the MŠMT, no research in this field has ever been done before. 

I would like to present them with the results to contribute towards the neglected field 

of researching the prescriptions of the RVP and classroom practice as regards the use 

of English phonemes by teachers of English. 
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Appendix 1: Analysis chart of the course books Chit Chat 

Analysis chart of the course books Chit Chat /1st grade/ and Project /2nd grade/ 

 

Short vowels 

Individual 

phonemes 

Chit 

Chat 

1 

Chit 

Chat 

2 

page Project 

1 

page Project 

2 

page Project 

3 

page 

/ʌ/  ✔ 13   ✔ 49 ✔ 9 

/e/        ✔ 9 

/ɪ/ 
   ✔ 

21, 

69 
  ✔ 9 

/ɒ/ 
 ✔ 13 ✔ 

45, 

55 
  ✔ 9 

/ʊ/  ✔ 37     ✔ 9 

/ə/  ✔ 17 ✔ 43   ✔ 9, 49 

/ӕ/  ✔ 9     ✔ 9 

 

Long vowels 

Individual 

phonemes 

Chit 

Chat 

1 

Chit 

Chat 

2 

page Project 

1 

page Project 

2 

page Project 

3 

page 

/ɑ:/  ✔ 9     ✔ 13 

/ɜ:/  ✔ 41 ✔ 69 ✔ 63 ✔ 13 

/i:/    ✔ 21   ✔ 13 

/ɔ:/    ✔ 55 ✔ 59 ✔ 13 

/u:/  ✔ 37     ✔ 13 
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Consonants 

In
di

vi
du

al
 

ph
on

em
es

 

C
hi

t 
C

ha
t 

1 C
hi

t 
C

ha
t 

2 pa
ge

 

Pr
oj

ec
t 1

 

pa
ge

 

Pr
oj

ec
t 2

 

pa
ge

 

Pr
oj

ec
t 3

 

pa
ge

 

/b/        ✔ 21, 35, 75 

/k/        ✔ 35 

/d/        ✔ 35 

/f/        ✔ 35 

/ɡ/        ✔ 35 

/h/      ✔ 39   

/j/        ✔ 21 

/l/    ✔ 33     

/m/          

/n/          

/p/        ✔ 35, 75 

/r/  ✔ 45 ✔ 33 ✔ 71   

/s/    ✔ 57   ✔ 21, 51 

/t/        ✔ 21, 35 

/v/  ✔ 31     ✔ 35 

/w/  ✔ 31       

/z/        ✔ 21 

/θ/  ✔ 55   ✔ 11 ✔ 21 

/ð/  ✔ 55   ✔ 11 ✔ 21 

/ʤ/    ✔ 35 ✔ 47 ✔ 21 

/ʧ/    ✔ 35 ✔ 47 ✔ 21, 37, 51 

/ʃ/    ✔ 57   ✔ 21, 37, 51 

/Ʒ/        ✔ 21 

/ŋ/  ✔ 27     ✔ 21 
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Appendix 2: E-mail correspondence with Mrg. Eva Tučková  

E-mail correspondence with Mgr. Eva Tučková from the Ministry of Education. Used with 

permission.  

---------- Původní e-mail ---------- 

Od: Tučková Eva <Eva.Tuckova@msmt.cz> 

Komu: katerina.urbanova <katerina.urbanova@tul.cz>  

Datum: 18. 10. 2019 13:31:02 

Předmět: RE: Poděkování 

 

Dobrý den,  

Díky za kontakt a aktualizaci informací  
Pokud byste pro práci chtěla i názor za MŠ, můžete se obrátit např. na Wattsenglish, pí. Soňa 

Peichlová, s odkazem na mě. 
Web:www.wowenglish.com 
 
Mějte se hezky a držím palce. 
Eva Tučková 
 ------------------------------------------------------- 

Mgr. Eva Tučková 

ministerský rada  

 
Oddělení základního a základního uměleckého vzdělávání 

Odbor předškolního, základního, základního uměleckého a speciálního vzdělávání 
Ministerstvo školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy 

Karmelitská 529/5, Malá Strana 

118 12 Praha 1 

tel: +420 234 812 125 

e-mail: Eva.Tuckova@msmt.cz 

www.msmt.cz 
  
  
From: katerina.urbanova [mailto:katerina.urbanova@tul.cz]  

Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2019 2:02 PM 

To: Tučková Eva <Eva.Tuckova@msmt.cz> 

Subject: Poděkování 

 

 Dobry den, pani Tuckova. 

https://wowenglish.com/
mailto:Eva.Tuckova@msmt.cz
http://www.msmt.cz/
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Jmenuji se Katerina Urbanova a dopoledne jsme spolu hovorily ohledne moji 

zaverecne prace na TUL. 

  

Jeste jednou Vam dekuji za informace, ktere jsem od Vas ziskala.. jsou pro me velmi 

motivujici! 

Zpetna vazba z meho patrani: 

Pres ČŠI jsem se spojila s pani Prof. z Masarykovy univerzity a pani Doc. z 

Jihoceske univerzity - obe damy spolupracovaly s ČŠI na Metodice pro hodnoceni 

jazykove gramotnosti, kterou pro Vas /MŠMT/ vypracovavaly. 

Bohuzel zadna statistika učebnic neexistuje. 

Mym nahradnim planem je vytvorit dotaznik a oslovit ZŠ z Libereckeho kraje, abych 

zjistila, jake ucebnice jsou pouzivany a mela podklad pro svoji praci.  

Dekuji. 

Katerina Urbanova 
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Appendix 3: Documentation about receiving addresses of schools 

Documentation about receiving addresses of schools.  

This correspondence is used with permission. Soňa Štefanová, Lenka Lipšová, Jana 

Veindlová and Kateřina Šromová are employees from county councils of the region 

– Česká Lípa, Jablonec nad Nisou and Semily. They provided me the addresses of 96 

schools. 34 email addresses of schools from Liberec were gained from the internet. 

There were 130 schools which I contacted as part of my research. 

---------- Původní e-mail ---------- 

Od: Lenka Lipšová <lipsova@mestojablonec.cz> 

Komu: katerina.urbanova@tul.cz 

Datum: 22. 11. 2019 9:48:30 

Předmět: seznam škol  

 

Dobrý den, 

 dle telefonické domluvy zasílám seznamy škol. 

 S přáním hezkého dne 

  

 Bc. Lenka Lipšová 
oddělení školství 
  
Statutární město Jablonec nad Nisou 
Magistrát města Jablonec nad Nisou 
Mírové náměstí 3100/19 
466 01  Jablonec nad Nisou 
Telefon:  483 357 278 
E-mail:    lipsova@mestojablonec.cz 
Web:       www.mestojablonec.cz 
 

---------- Původní e-mail ---------- 

Od: Šromová Kateřina <sromova@mu.semily.cz> 

Komu: katerina.urbanova@tul.cz 

Kopie: zsbenesov@quick.cz, zs.bozkov@worldonline.cz, 

hana.vavrenova@zsriegra.cz, zs.chuchelna@worldonline.cz, 

zsams.jesenny@seznam.cz, materskaskola@kostalov.cz, skola@kostalov.cz, 

mailto:lipsova@mestojablonec.cz
http://www.mestojablonec.cz/
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mslibstat@tiscali.cz, zslibstat@cmail.cz, bartova@ddmlomnice.cz, 

mslvicek.lomnicenp@volny.cz, msklubicko.lomnicenp@volny.cz, 

zsprakticka.lomnice@seznam.cz, zstgm@zstgmlomnice.cz, zuslomnice@seznam.cz, 

petra.bunova@zsloukov.cz, msspecoleska@seznam.cz, info@skolanovaves.cz, 

mslucni.semily@seznam.cz, mspodvartou@gmail.com, semilymsw@seznam.cz, 

ivan.semecky@waldorf.semily.cz, zsiosemily@iol.cz, Svetelska.M@seznam.cz, 

reditel@zussemily.cz, zsslana@centrum.cz, zkozak@zsms-struzinec.cz, 

ddm@semily.cz, mspipice@seznam.cz 

Datum: 22. 11. 2019 12:57:15 

Předmět: FW: Prosba o emailové adresy ZŠ  

 

Dobrý den. 

Jmenuji se Kateřina Urbanová a jsem studentkou TUL. Studuji obor anglický jazyk a 

humanitní studia. 

V rámci své bakalářské práce zjišťuji, jaké učebnice používají učitelé anglického 

jazyka na ZŠ a do jaké míry se věnují výuce výslovnosti. 

  

Chtěla bych Vás pěkně poprosit o kontakty na ZŠ ve Vašem okrese, abych mohla 

dotazník zaslat všem školám v Libereckém kraji. 

  

Velmi děkuji za ochotu a pochopení mé žádosti. 

Ať se Vám daří, 

Kateřina Urbanová 

kontakt: katerina.urbanova@tul.cz 

telefonický kontakt: 604549828 

  

 ---------- Původní e-mail ---------- 

Od: Soňa Štefanová <STEFANOVA@mucl.cz> 

From: katerina.urbanova [mailto:katerina.urbanova@tul.cz]  

Datum: 25. 11. 2019 8:00:44 

Předmět: FW: Prosba o emailové adresy ZŠ  

 

 

mailto:katerina.urbanova@tul.cz
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Dobrý den, 

v příloze Vám zasílám adresář škol za ORP Česká Lípa. 

 S přáním příjemného dne 
  
Soňa Štefanová 
referent úseku školství 
odbor příspěvkových organizací a cestovního ruchu 
 ____________________________________ 
MěÚ Česká Lípa,  
nám. T. G. Masaryka 1, 470 36 Česká Lípa 
tel.: + 420 487 881 170 
e-mail: stefanova@mucl.cz 
ID DS: bkfbe3p 
  

From: Jana Veindlová <VEINDLOVA@mucl.cz>  

Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 9:20 AM 

To: Soňa Štefanová <STEFANOVA@mucl.cz> 

Subject: FW: Prosba o emailové adresy ZŠ  

  

Soňo, 

 prosím, pošli jí adresy, nejsem si jistá, jestli mám tabulku kompletně aktualizovanou. 

 Děkuji, je to studentka a má v úmyslu zjišťovat na školách, jaké používají učebnice na cizí 

jazyky. 

 Jana Veindlová 

referent školství  

 __________________________________ 

MěÚ Česká Lípa 

nám. T. G. Masaryka 1, 470 36 Česká Lípa 

tel.: +420 487 881 144 

mob. tel.: 731 435 026 

e-mail: veindlova@mucl.cz 

ID DS: bkfbe3p 

 From: katerina.urbanova [mailto:katerina.urbanova@tul.cz] 

Sent: Friday, November 22, 2019 9:13 AM 

To: Jana Veindlová 

Subject: Prosba o emailové adresy ZŠ  

mailto:stefanova@mucl.cz
mailto:veindlova@mucl.cz
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Dobry den, pani Veindlová. 

 Na základě našeho telefonického rozhovoru posílám kontakt a velmi děkuji za 

emailové adresy škol na Českolipsku. 

  

Ať se Vám daří, 

Kateřina Urbanová 
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Appendix 4: List of schools 

List of schools 

LIBEREC 34  

info@zs-aloisinavysina.cz, info@zs-barvirska.cz, reditel@zsbroumovska.cz, 

vozkova@zs-vesec.cz, zs39@volny.cz, lukes.reindlova@zskola.cz, zs21@volny.cz, 

skola@zs-jestedska.cz, zeronik@zs-kaplickeho.cz, info@zsostasov.cz, 

jiri.dvorak@zslesni.cz, skola@zsnamestimiru.cz, placha@zsnavybezku.cz, 

skola@oblacna.cz, roudna.pavlina@zssokol.cz, zs12@volny.cz, 

jiri.vesely@zsusoudu.cz, zs16@volny.cz, info@zs5kveten.cz, skola@vrchlickeho.cz, 

zvs03@volny.cz, info@zshejnice.cz, zs-vitkov@volny.cz, 

vondrackova@skolajps.cz, zs-mnisek@iol.cz, skola@zsosecna.cz, 

podatelna@zsazusfrydlant.cz, filipova@zslid.cz, skrivankova@zslid.cz, 

rusnakova@zslid.cz, krnansky@zslid.cz, skolachotyne@seznam.cz, 

alvalida@seznam.cz, petr.kopriva@zsjablonnevp.cz 

SEMILY 29 

zsbenesov@quick.cz, zs.bozkov@worldonline.cz, hana.vavrenova@zsriegra.cz, 

zs.chuchelna@worldonline.cz, zsams.jesenny@seznam.cz, 

materskaskola@kostalov.cz, skola@kostalov.cz, mslibstat@tiscali.cz, 

zslibstat@cmail.cz, bartova@ddmlomnice.cz, mslvicek.lomnicenp@volny.cz, 

msklubicko.lomnicenp@volny.cz, zsprakticka.lomnice@seznam.cz, 

zstgm@zstgmlomnice.cz, zuslomnice@seznam.cz, petra.bunova@zsloukov.cz, 

msspecoleska@seznam.cz, info@skolanovaves.cz, mslucni.semily@seznam.cz, 

mspodvartou@gmail.com, semilymsw@seznam.cz, 

ivan.semecky@waldorf.semily.cz, zsiosemily@iol.cz, Svetelska.M@seznam.cz, 

reditel@zussemily.cz, zsslana@centrum.cz, zkozak@zsms-struzinec.cz, 

ddm@semily.cz, mspipice@seznam.cz 

JABLONEC NAD NISOU 35  

chytka@zsliberecka.cz, kolar@zssumava.cz, reditel@zsjbc5kvetna.cz, 

reditel@zspasirskajbc.cz, reditel@zsmozartova.cz, valasek@7zsjbc.cz, 

javascript:decodeEmail('zc!anisyvanisiola-sz%7Eofni')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!aksrivrab-sz%7Eofni')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!aksvomuorbsz%7Eletider')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!cesev-sz%7Eavokzov')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!ynlov%7E93sz')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!aloksz%7Eavoldnier')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!ynlov%7E12sz')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!aksdetsej-sz%7Ealoks')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!ohekcilpak-sz%7Ekinorez')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!vosatsosz%7Eofni')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!inselsz%7Ekarovd!irij')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!urimitsemansz%7Ealoks')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!ukzebyvansz%7Eahcalp')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!ancalbo%7Ealoks')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!lokossz%7Eletider')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!ynlov%7E21sz')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!uduosusz%7Eylesev!irij')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!ynlov%7E61sz')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!netevk5sz%7Eofni')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!ohekcilhcrv%7Ealoks')
javascript:decodeEmail('zc!ynlov%7E30svz')
mailto:info@zshejnice.cz;
mailto:zs-vitkov@volny.cz
mailto:vondrackova@skolajps.cz
mailto:zs-mnisek@iol.cz
mailto:skola@zsosecna.cz
mailto:podatelna@zsazusfrydlant.cz
mailto:filipova@zslid.cz
mailto:skrivankova@zslid.cz
mailto:rusnakova@zslid.cz
mailto:krnansky@zslid.cz
mailto:skolachotyne@seznam.cz
mailto:%20alvalida@seznam.cz
mailto:petr.kopriva@zsjablonnevp.cz
mailto:mspipice@seznam.cz
mailto:chytka@zsliberecka.cz
mailto:kolar@zssumava.cz
mailto:reditel@zsjbc5kvetna.cz
mailto:reditel@zspasirskajbc.cz
mailto:reditel@zsmozartova.cz
mailto:valasek@7zsjbc.cz
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janackova@zskokonin.com, reditel@zskokonin.com, jmasindova@zsrynovice.cz, 

tomesova@zsjanovjbc.com, skolanovavesnn@seznam.cz, reditel@zsradlo.cz, 

skola@zsjosefuvdul.cz, skola@zslucany.cz, reditel@zsrych.cz, sekretariat@zsab.cz, 

reditelna@zsdesna.cz, po.box@mzsaoatanvald.cz, ivana.stehulova@zstanvald.cz, 

skola@zsvelkehamry.cz, skola@harrachov.cz, zichacek@zspencin.cz, 

skola@mzszasada.cz, 1zszelbrodjbc@iol.cz, skola@zspelechovska.cz, 

skola@zsjenisovice.cz, zsmsjbc@iol.cz, dsacherova@szsjablonec.cz, 

marie.navratilova@zsplavy.cz, skolanovavesnn@seznam.cz, 

zsalbrechtice@seznam.cz, zskorenov@seznam.cz, skolazlataolesnice@seznam.cz, 

zshuntirov@volny.cz, zskoberovy@koberovy.cz 

 

ČESKÁ LÍPA 32 
 

lsmejda@zs-spicak.cz 

zsslovanka@seznam.cz 

škola@zsmsjizni.cz; policer@zsmsjizni.cz 

zastupci@iol.cz lacny.antonin@zstyrsceskalipa.cz  

sj.eliasova@centrum.cz 

reditel@zspartyzanska.cz; skola@zspartyzanska.cz 

zspatova@volny.cz ; jonas@zspatova.cz; koutova@zspatova.cz  

cerny@zs-sever.cz; cervova@zs-sever.cz 

info@zslada.cz; castulik.radek@zslada.cz  

info@zsdoksy.cz 

zsduba@atlas.cz; sebkova@zsduba.cz 

reditel@zspolice.clnet.cz 

skola@zsjestrebi.cz; kotek@zsjestrebi.cz 

smida@skolakravare.cz ; info@skolakravare.cz 

zams-mimon@volny.cz 

krikra@centrum.cz 

zs_ralsko-eko@volny.cz; zs_ralsko-zast@volny.cz, zs_ralsko@volny.cz 

info@zsstraz.org; bedriska.rychtarikova@zsstraz.org; jaroslava.palova@zsstraz.org 

skola@zszakupy.cz 

mailto:janackova@zskokonin.com
mailto:reditel@zskokonin.com
mailto:jmasindova@zsrynovice.cz
mailto:tomesova@zsjanovjbc.com
mailto:skolanovavesnn@seznam.cz
mailto:reditel@zsradlo.cz
mailto:skola@zsjosefuvdul.cz
mailto:skola@zslucany.cz
mailto:reditel@zsrych.cz
mailto:sekretariat@zsab.cz
mailto:reditelna@zsdesna.cz
mailto:po.box@mzsaoatanvald.cz
mailto:ivana.stehulova@zstanvald.cz
mailto:skola@zsvelkehamry.cz
mailto:skola@harrachov.cz
mailto:zichacek@zspencin.cz
mailto:skola@mzszasada.cz
mailto:1zszelbrodjbc@iol.cz
mailto:skola@zspelechovska.cz
mailto:skola@zsjenisovice.cz
mailto:zsmsjbc@iol.cz
mailto:dsacherova@szsjablonec.cz
mailto:marie.navratilova@zsplavy.cz
mailto:skolanovavesnn@seznam.cz
mailto:zsalbrechtice@seznam.cz
mailto:zskorenov@seznam.cz
mailto:skolazlataolesnice@seznam.cz
mailto:zshuntirov@volny.cz
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zs-ms_brniste@volny.cz 

jaroslava.hujkova@seznam.cz 

zsholany@centrum.cz 

zsmshornilibchava@seznam.cz 

zsmsno@seznam.cz 

myskovaiveta@seznam.cz 

reditelna@skolakurivody.cz; huskova@skolakurivody.cz  

zsmsstaresplavy@seznam.cz 

zsstruznice@zsstruznice.cz 

skola@zsmsvolfartice.cz  

zsmszahradky@seznam.cz 

kamila.nachazelova@seznam.cz; zs.zandov@tiscali.cz  

zsms@seznam.cz, info@zspsms.cz 
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Appendix 5: E-mail sent to the head teachers 

E-mail sent to the head teachers of the schools, whose addresses I received from the 

local educational authorities. 

-------- Původní zpráva --------  

Předmět: Prosba o spolupráci učitelů anglického jazyka  

Datum: Pondělí, 25 Listopad, 2019 07:55 CET  

Od: katerina.urbanova <katerina.urbanova@tul.cz>  

Komu: kata.z.urbanova@seznam.cz, zs-vitkov@volny.cz, vondrackova@skolajps.cz, zs-

mnisek@iol.cz, skola@zsosecna.cz, podatelna@zsazusfrydlant.cz, filipova@zslid.cz, 

skrivankova@zslid.cz, rusnakova@zslid.cz, krnansky@zslid.cz, skolachotyne@seznam.cz, 

alvalida@seznam.cz, petr.kopriva@zsjablonnevp.cz, hana.vavrenova@zsriegra.cz, 

zs.chuchelna@worldonline.cz, zsams.jesenny@seznam.cz, materskaskola@kostalov.cz, 

skola@kostalov.cz, mslibstat@tiscali.cz, zslibstat@cmail.cz, bartova@ddmlomnice.cz, 

mslvicek.lomnicenp@volny.cz, msklubicko.lomnicenp@volny.cz, zsprakticka.lomnice@seznam.cz, 

zstgm@zstgmlomnice.cz, zuslomnice@seznam.cz, petra.bunova@zsloukov.cz, 

msspecoleska@seznam.cz, info@skolanovaves.cz, mslucni.semily@seznam.cz, 

mspodvartou@gmail.com, semilymsw@seznam.cz, ivan.semecky@waldorf.semily.cz, 

zsiosemily@iol.cz, Svetelska.M@seznam.cz, reditel@zussemily.cz, zsslana@centrum.cz, 

zkozak@zsms-struzinec.cz, ddm@semily.cz, mspipice@seznam.cz, reditel@zsjbc5kvetna.cz, 

reditel@zspasirskajbc.cz, reditel@zsmozartova.cz, valasek@7zsjbc.cz, janackova@zskokonin.com, 

reditel@zskokonin.com, jmasindova@zsrynovice.cz, tomesova@zsjanovjbc.com, 

skolanovavesnn@seznam.cz, reditel@zsradlo.cz, skola@zsjosefuvdul.cz, skola@zslucany.cz, 

reditel@zsrych.cz, sekretariat@zsab.cz, reditelna@zsdesna.cz, po.box@mzsaoatanvald.cz, 

ivana.stehulova@zstanvald.cz, skola@zsvelkehamry.cz, skola@harrachov.cz, zichacek@zspencin.cz, 

skola@mzszasada.cz, info@zs-aloisinavysina.cz, jiri.dvorak@zslesni.cz, 1zszelbrodjbc@iol.cz, 

info@zs-barvirska.cz, skola@zsnamestimiru.cz, skola@zspelechovska.cz, reditel@zsbroumovska.cz, 

placha@zsnavybezku.cz, skola@zsjenisovice.cz, vozkova@zs-vesec.cz, skola@oblacna.cz, 

zsmsjbc@iol.cz, zs39@volny.cz, roudna.pavlina@zssokol.cz, dsacherova@szsjablonec.cz, 

lukes.reindlova@zskola.cz, zs12@volny.cz, marie.navratilova@zsplavy.cz, zs21@volny.cz, 

jiri.vesely@zsusoudu.cz, skolanovavesnn@seznam.cz, skola@zs-jestedska.cz, zs16@volny.cz, 

zsalbrechtice@seznam.cz, zeronik@zs-kaplickeho.cz, info@zs5kveten.cz, info@zsostasov.cz, 

skola@vrchlickeho.cz, zskorenov@seznam.cz, skolazlataolesnice@seznam.cz, zshuntirov@volny.cz, 

zvs03@volny.cz, zskoberovy@koberovy.cz, info@zshejnice.cz  
 

-------- Původní zpráva --------  

Předmět: Prosba o spolupráci učitelů anglického jazyka  

Datum: Pondělí, 25 Listopad, 2019 12:22 CET  

Od: katerina.urbanova <katerina.urbanova@tul.cz>  

Komu: myskovaiveta@seznam.cz, reditelna@skolakurivody.cz, zsmsstaresplavy@seznam.cz, 

zsstruznice@zsstruznice.cz, skola@zsmsvolfartice.cz, zsmszahradky@seznam.cz, 

mailto:info@zshejnice.cz
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kamila.nachazelova@seznam.cz, zs.zandov@tiscali.cz, zspatova@volny.cz, info@zsdoksy.cz, 

sebkova@zsduba.cz, reditel@zspolice.clnet.cz, kotek@zsjestrebi.cz, smida@skolakravare.cz, zams-

mimon@volny.cz, krikra@centrum.cz, zs_ralsko-eko@volny.cz, bedriska.rychtarikova@zsstraz.org, 

jaroslava.palova@zsstraz.org, lsmejda@zs-spicak.cz, zsslovanka@seznam.cz, 

klark.bartosova@seznam.cz, lacny.antonin@zstyrsceskalipa.cz, langova@zszakupy.cz, 

sj.eliasova@centrum.cz, pankova@zszakupy.cz, reditel@zspartyzanska.cz, zs-ms_brniste@volny.cz, 

jonas@zspatova.cz, jaroslava.hujkova@seznam.cz, cerny@zs-sever.cz, zsholany@centrum.cz, 

cervova@zs-sever.cz, zsmshornilibchava@seznam.cz, castulik.radek@zslada.cz, zsmsno@seznam.cz  

   

Dobrý den, paní ředitelko, pane řediteli. 

Jmenuji se Kateřina Urbanová a jsem studentkou Technické univerzity v Liberci. Studuji obor 

anglický jazyk a humanitní studia. 

V rámci své bakalářské práce zjišťuji, jaké učebnice používají učitelé anglického jazyka na ZŠ a do 

jaké míry se věnují výuce výslovnosti. Dotazník je anonymní a nezabere více než 3 minuty času. 

Chtěla bych Vás pěkně poprosit o přeposlání této zprávy Vašim učitelům anglického jazyka - na 1. i 2. 

stupni - které prosím o laskavou spolupráci v úvodu dotazníku. 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdfFNoaiR0-

RH81PaENlPmdvu1pgShe7W9V9C1UtaOpm7X0A/viewform?usp=sf_link 

 

Věřím, že díky spolupráci s Vámi získám potřebné informace, abych zmapovala situaci na školám v 

Libereckém kraji. 

Velmi děkuji za laskavost a spolupráci. 

 

Ať se Vám daří, 

Kateřina Urbanová 

 

-------- Původní zpráva --------  

Předmět: Poděkování  

Datum: Pátek, 29 Listopad, 2019 08:36 CET  

Od: katerina.urbanova <katerina.urbanova@tul.cz>  

Komu: zsbenesov@quick.cz, zs.bozkov@worldonline.cz, hana.vavrenova@zsriegra.cz, 

zs.chuchelna@worldonline.cz, zsams.jesenny@seznam.cz, materskaskola@kostalov.cz, 

skola@kostalov.cz, semilymsw@seznam.cz, mslibstat@tiscali.cz, zslibstat@cmail.cz, 

ivan.semecky@waldorf.semily.cz, bartova@ddmlomnice.cz, zsiosemily@iol.cz, 

Svetelska.M@seznam.cz, reditel@zussemily.cz, zsslana@centrum.cz, zkozak@zsms-struzinec.cz, 

ddm@semily.cz, mspipice@seznam.cz, mslvicek.lomnicenp@volny.cz, 

msklubicko.lomnicenp@volny.cz, zsprakticka.lomnice@seznam.cz, zstgm@zstgmlomnice.cz, 

zuslomnice@seznam.cz, petra.bunova@zsloukov.cz, msspecoleska@seznam.cz, 

info@skolanovaves.cz, mslucni.semily@seznam.cz, mspodvartou@gmail.com  
  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdfFNoaiR0-RH81PaENlPmdvu1pgShe7W9V9C1UtaOpm7X0A/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdfFNoaiR0-RH81PaENlPmdvu1pgShe7W9V9C1UtaOpm7X0A/viewform?usp=sf_link
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 -------- Původní zpráva --------  

Předmět: Poděkování  

Datum: Pátek, 29 Listopad, 2019 08:38 CET  

Od: katerina.urbanova <katerina.urbanova@tul.cz>  

Komu: marie.navratilova@zsplavy.cz, skolanovavesnn@seznam.cz, zsalbrechtice@seznam.cz, 

zskorenov@seznam.cz, skolazlataolesnice@seznam.cz, zshuntirov@volny.cz, 

zskoberovy@koberovy.cz, skolanovavesnn@seznam.cz, reditel@zsradlo.cz, skola@zsjosefuvdul.cz, 

skola@zslucany.cz, reditel@zsrych.cz, sekretariat@zsab.cz, reditelna@zsdesna.cz, 

po.box@mzsaoatanvald.cz, ivana.stehulova@zstanvald.cz, skola@zsvelkehamry.cz, 

chytka@zsliberecka.cz, kolar@zssumava.cz, reditel@zsjbc5kvetna.cz, skola@harrachov.cz, 

reditel@zspasirskajbc.cz, zichacek@zspencin.cz, reditel@zsmozartova.cz, skola@mzszasada.cz, 

valasek@7zsjbc.cz, 1zszelbrodjbc@iol.cz, janackova@zskokonin.com, skola@zspelechovska.cz, 

reditel@zskokonin.com, skola@zsjenisovice.cz, jmasindova@zsrynovice.cz, zsmsjbc@iol.cz, 

tomesova@zsjanovjbc.com, dsacherova@szsjablonec.cz 
 

-------- Původní zpráva --------  

Předmět: Poděkování  

Datum: Pátek, 29 Listopad, 2019 08:40 CET  

Od: katerina.urbanova <katerina.urbanova@tul.cz>  

Komu: skrivankova@zslid.cz, rusnakova@zslid.cz, krnansky@zslid.cz, skolachotyne@seznam.cz, 

alvalida@seznam.cz, petr.kopriva@zsjablonnevp.cz, jiri.dvorak@zslesni.cz, 

skola@zsnamestimiru.cz, placha@zsnavybezku.cz, skola@oblacna.cz, roudna.pavlina@zssokol.cz, 

zs12@volny.cz, jiri.vesely@zsusoudu.cz, zs16@volny.cz, info@zs5kveten.cz, skola@vrchlickeho.cz, 

info@zs-aloisinavysina.cz, info@zs-barvirska.cz, reditel@zsbroumovska.cz, zvs03@volny.cz, 

vozkova@zs-vesec.cz, info@zshejnice.cz, zs39@volny.cz, zs-vitkov@volny.cz, 

lukes.reindlova@zskola.cz, vondrackova@skolajps.cz, zs21@volny.cz, zs-mnisek@iol.cz, skola@zs-

jestedska.cz, skola@zsosecna.cz, zeronik@zs-kaplickeho.cz, podatelna@zsazusfrydlant.cz, 

info@zsostasov.cz, filipova@zslid.cz  
 

-------- Původní zpráva --------  

Předmět: Poděkování  

Datum: Pátek, 29 Listopad, 2019 08:46 CET  

Od: katerina.urbanova <katerina.urbanova@tul.cz>  

Komu: zsstruznice@zsstruznice.cz, skola@zsmsvolfartice.cz, zsmszahradky@seznam.cz, 

kamila.nachazelova@seznam.cz, zs.zandov@tiscali.cz, zspatova@volny.cz, info@zsdoksy.cz, 

sebkova@zsduba.cz, reditel@zspolice.clnet.cz, kotek@zsjestrebi.cz, smida@skolakravare.cz, zams-

mimon@volny.cz, krikra@centrum.cz, zs_ralsko-eko@volny.cz, bedriska.rychtarikova@zsstraz.org, 

jaroslava.palova@zsstraz.org, lsmejda@zs-spicak.cz, zsslovanka@seznam.cz, zs-

ms_brniste@volny.cz, lacny.antonin@zstyrsceskalipa.cz, jaroslava.hujkova@seznam.cz, 

sj.eliasova@centrum.cz, zsholany@centrum.cz, reditel@zspartyzanska.cz, 

zsmshornilibchava@seznam.cz, jonas@zspatova.cz, zsmsno@seznam.cz, cerny@zs-sever.cz, 

mailto:dsacherova@szsjablonec.cz
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myskovaiveta@seznam.cz, cervova@zs-sever.cz, reditelna@skolakurivody.cz, 

castulik.radek@zslada.cz, zsmsstaresplavy@seznam.cz  

 

Dobrý den, paní ředitelko, pane řediteli. 

Přijměte mé upřímné poděkování za Vaši ochotu, díky níž získávám nezbytné informace pro tvorbu 

své bakalářské práce. 

Děkuji. 

S přáním jen toho nejlepšího, 

Kateřina Urbanová 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdfFNoaiR0-

TRH81PaENlPmdvu1pgShe7W9V9C1UtaOpm7X0A/viewform?usp=sf_link 
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Appendix 6: Example of Unit 1 – Project I 

Example of Unit 1 – Project I, exercise on short and long vowels  and Teacher´s 

Book – instruction for this exercise  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

(Hutchinson 2008, 5) 
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(Hutchinson 2008, 15) 
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Appendix 7: The copy of the IPA symbols 

The copy of the IPA symbols – coursebook Project I 

(Hutchinson 2008, 78) 
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Appendix 8: Example of transcription – workbook Chit Chat I  

(Shipton 2002, 66) 
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Appendix 9: Picture of the covers - Chit Chat I, Project I 
 

(Shipton 2002) 
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 (Hutchinson 2008) 
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Appendix 10: Example of the course book´s division of skills, Project I 

 (Hutchinson 2008, 2) 
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